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In an experiment to determine the most efficient design for the commentary of
an instructional film, special consideration was given to three variables concerned
with the construction of commentaries: the level of verbalization (the amount of talk),
the personal reference of the narrator, and the phase relationship between the
commentary and the film (sound leading the picture, or sound lagging behind the
picture). Naval trainees viewed several different motion pictures, each teaching basic
information about knot-tying, but each varying from others on one of the three
variables. After the instruction the trainees were tested on the perceptual-motor
tasks, ;lamely the tying of three difficult knots. The experiment showed that a
moderate amount of verbal description of the task aided learning while too much talk
hindered it. Statements using the imperative mood or the second person active were
more effective (in this military group) than those using the third person passive.
Finally, a leading commentary helped trainees more than a lagging commentary. (BB)
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FOROORD

Viewed broadly, it may be said that there are two great
areas for research Involving the sound motion picture: (1) the
complex streams of events which occur in the sequences of
pictures, and (2) the equally complex streams of events which
occur in the sound track or commentary. Also viewed broadly,
two modalities of perception, visual and auditory, challenge
study. Furthermore, these two streams of events, as they are
channeled through the sensory processes of seeing and hearing,
meet and merge in the brain. Here the problems arise of how
these varieties of stimuli interact, integrate, reinforce or
inhibit the communication of meanings.

This area of research is extremely complex and difficult.
The meaningful definition of even a few of the problems and
the isolation of some of the variables is no mean achievement.
Mr. John Zuckerman, in the research.project of which this is
a report, has not only defined several important variables,
but he has also developed experimental desi8ns which have led
to significant new viewpoints which producers of instructiona ?
films may wish to consider in the future. As is the case with
most research, more questions have been raised than answered.
Howeveromany new problems which challenge investigation can
now be more precisely defined as a result of this study than
was possible before. As always, there is the question as to
what extent the findings reported by Mr. Zuckerman can be
applied to other kinds of instructional films, designed for
other audiences.

We do know these things with some increased degree of
confidence: (1) There can be too much talk as well as too
little in film commentaries: (2) the pronouns or forms of
address make for differences in the instructional effectivenessof a film, and finally, (3) in the production of a sound motion
picture intended to give training in skills, serious considera-tion should be given to the problem of the timing of the verbal
directions (or cues) with the visual directions (or cues). Itmay be suggested that either the visual or sound cues shouldbe Given a time priority, depending upon their relative im-
portance at various points in a film for instructing trainees
in the performance of the task.

The main problem area of film research, which involves
learning more about how the visual and verbal streams of events
in sound motion pictures can be integrated and presented forthe maximum communicative effect, requires extensive explora-tion. This study represents a beginning in this direction.

C. R. CARPENTSR, Director
Instructional Film Research Program
The Pennsylvania State College
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SUMMARY

Problem

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects
of three kinds of variations in the commentary of instruct-
ional films, on the learning of knot-tying tasks. Various
levels of verbalization of the action and relationships
of parts occuring in films demonstrating the tying of the
bowline, sheet bend and Spanish bowline, were tested. Two
other types of variations were also investigated: the use
of different kinds of personal pronouns (personal reference)
in the commentary, and the role played by the phase relations
of the picture and sound.

The variables were designed as follows:

1. Levels of verbalization: none, low,
medium, high.

2. Personal reference: 1st person, 2nd
person, 3rd person passivetand impera-
tive.

3. Phase relationships: sound leadind the
picture, sound lagging behind the picture.

Procedure

Specially produced experimental motion pictures
demonstrating the tying of the three knots (bowline, sheet
bend and Spanish bowline) were shown to groups of Naval
trainees. The 1787 men were divided into groups of about
60, and comparisons were effected through pairs of these
experimental groups. The test of learning was the actual
performance of the knot-tying tasks immediately after a
film-showing of each knot. After a liberal time allowance
for the tying, the correctly tied knots were counted.

Results

Level of verbalization. 1. No Sound. In teram of
the proportion of subjects tying the knots correctly, this
film was the weakest of all the experimental versions.



2. Low Level Verbalization. The addition of descriptions
of the oain movements used in tying the knots increased the
number of correctly tied boylines and Spanish bowlines,
while it had no significant'L effect on the number of sheet
bends. This may be explained by the fact that tying the
sheet bend requires some intricate orientation of the tying
lines, which was not brought out at this level of commentary.
3. Medium Level Verbalization. This filn was the best of
the vernaiization series, in terms of the numbers of subjects
tying all three knots correctly. This version was produced
by the addition of cues of orientation to the commentary
in the Low Verbalization film, which gave information about
the crossing of lines to right or left, formation of loops
above or below lines, etc. 4. High Level Verbalization.
The addition of detailed descriptions of the appearance of
parts, in this film, not only did not improve performance,
but caused a distinct drop in the proportion of correctly
tied knots. Learning from the film was almost identical
vvith that from the Low Verbalization version, but was better
than that for No Sound.

Personal Reference. 1. ,lst person,("1"). This version,
accorang to the proportion of knots correctly tied, was third
in the order of the films in this section of the experiment,
but it did not differ sitpificantly from the others. 2. 2nd
person ("You"). This version was equal in effectiveness to
the film using the imperative mood, and th'se two were the best
in the series in terms of the proportion of subjects tying the
knots. 3. 3rd_person passive ("A loop is formed..."). This
was the least effective film in the group, differing from the
film using the imoerative mood and 2nd person in that a sig-
nificantly lower number of subjects tied the knots correctly.
4. Operative mood ("Form a loop. .") The film which used
imnerative mood was equal in effectiveness to that which used
2nd person, and both these films were on a par as the most
effective in the series.

Phase Relationships. The overall results from using
the two films in this group demonstrated that the film with
sound leading the picture, that is, where the commentary

1
The word "significant" is used here in the statistical

sense, where the probability of obtained differences being
due to chance, is 5 in 100 or less.

2



slightly precedes the visual representation it describes,
was superior to the film in which the commentary
follows sliiptly behind the visual representation on the
screen. When the analysis for each individual knot was
made, however, it was found that results for the Spanish
bowline presented the only statistically significant
difference. This may be explained by the varying levels
of difficulty of the three knots. There were more cues
in the Spanish bowline commentary than in those for the
other two knots, as the sequence of knot-tying movements
was relatively more complex.

Conclusions

The explo.,..atory nature of the experiment places
restrictions on its interpretation, as do the nature of
the task and the brevity of the experimental films.
Sven with thesI limitations, the following conclusions
seem justified:

1. In teaching knot-tying tasks by means of in-
structional films, soe verbal descriptions of the acts
assist the learner, but verbalisation may be increased
to a point where it interferes with, and actually reduces,
learning.

2. With a military population in an authoritarian
atmosphere (the situation encountered in the present
experiment) directive statements using the imperative mood,
or the 2nd person active are more effective than 1st or
3rd person in promoting learning. Third person passive
statements which are commonly used in film commentaries
are least effective.

3. The phase relationships of the auditory and visual
elements in sound films teaching knot-tying had an impor-
tant bearing on the effectiveness of the films. It is
possible that this timing variable is closely related to
the level of difficulty and complexity of the task. Further
research is needed to ascertain tha procedures for determ-
ining the optimal phase relations of picture and commentary
in sound films.

Recommendations

Tentatively, one might offer the following suggestions
for film writers, directors and film project officers based



upon the above conclusions:

1, There is an optimal level of verbalization in the
comzentary; care should be taken not to load the sound
track with too much verbal detail, nor, on the other
hand, should verbal descriptions of crucial visual relation-
ships be omitted.

2. For military trainees accustomed to direct orders,
strong directive statements may be more desirable for pro-
moting learning than passive statements. There is some
evidence that the personalization of commentary by use of
the 2nd person ("you") is helpful.

3. Where the learner must be alerted to a visual
relationship or detail, some advance direction in terms
of seconds of commentary lead is desirable.

4f-
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Commentary Variations: Level of Verbalization,
Personal Reference and Phase Relations in

Instructional Films on Perceptual-Motor Tasks

By

John V. Zuckerman
Instructional Film Research Program
The Pennsylvania State College

STATEMIgAT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The inter-relationships of the dynamic variables
which make up the sound motion picture are exceedingly
complex. When one considers the number of dimensional
characteristics which the film may possess, it is
difficult to make even a beginning at the analysis of
motion pictures into basic elements, and to investigate
the effects of those elements on learning. Even when
such a preliminary analysis is made, it seems that the
contributions of sound and picture to instruction vary
greatly with the subject matter of the films, the presenta-
tion methods, and the audience. Further, because of the
difficulty of isolating auditory and visual elements, little
has bean done to obtain scientifically derived knowledge of
their individual effects. This study is an attempt to
deal experimentally with some dimensional variations of
the epoken commentary which is associated with motion pictures
demonstrating knot-tying tasks.

In approaching the problem of the effect of the aural
variables in sound motion pictures, the author was confront-
ed with almost a complete absence of experimental reports
in the available literature concerning specific aspects of
commentary. There were references to the differences in
learning from silent films, from films with professional
narration in the soundtrack, and from films with narration
read by non-professionals (usually teachers) (6), but no
experimenter had gone further into the analyscg of vari-
ables which operate under the general label of "sound
track". Because of the lack of research tradition, the
approach to the investigation was made on the simplest
possible level, in order to establish, if possible, soma
criteria for defining sound track variables, and to make
a first attempt to measure their effects.
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while the preliminary investigations were being carried
on, an opportunity was provided for examining, rather
closely, a group of experimental motion pictures dealing
with the tying of three common knots (bowline, sheet bend
and Spanish bowline, see Figure 1, page 6), which had been
produced for another project of The Instructional Film
Research Program (12). Since knot-tying is clearly a
perceptual-motor task, the visual material in these films
was very suitable for investigating the extent to which
verbal material of various kinds would add to the success
of learners in tying the knots. This task also made possible
isolation of the effects of commentary in a way not possible
in most kinds of conceptual learning situations. In addition,
since learners could be asked to perform the knot-tying tasks,
the test of learning itself could be freed from the effects
of verbal symbols, and was therefore of unquestionable
validity. The use of such a simple task eliminated from con-
sideration such dimensions as emotionality of language and
motivational problems, and enabled the level of verbal
difficulty of the commentary to be held at a minimum. These
were factors which conditioned the choice of the visual
material used in the experiment. The sound track variables
to be tested were defined after a series of conferences with
experienced members of the Instructional Film Research Program.

History

Among the sources of information about instructional
motion pictures which seem worth summarizing, the following
investigations, concerning the presence or absence of a
sound track, or modes of presentation such as sound track
versus a teacher's commentary, are representative: Einbecker(), Mead (12), McClusky, F. D. (10) and 'Nestfall (16).
All these investigators found that, as Hoban summarizes:
"Oral commentary on a film is more effective than presenta-
tion of n film without oral commentary or with written
titlea? (Hoban (6), page 35i0 Einbecker (.4) found also that
the teaclier was more effective in teaching technical wordswith a silent film than was the sound film alone. Clark (1)determined that silent and sound films were equal whenresults were measured in terms of factual information.
Generally speaking, the results of all the studies indicate
that some verbal accompaniment to a film is necessary when
the learning is to be measured by verbal tests. The relative
superiority of the sound film or the silent film with a
teacher's commentary, depends on the subject matter and the
type of commentary.



Lockhart (i) experimented with the use of motion
pictures as an aid to other forms of instruction in the
teaching of a motor skill ( bowling), and found that the
films improved bowling scores when used during the middle
portions of an instructional course.

Park (13) fuuod taat "Long sentences in commentary
resulted in ,Iecrease of comprehension". He also pointed
out that tochlical or difficult words could not be taught
in one film showing

"In practically all studies,... the measurement has
been lin terms of verbal re:ponses of pupils on objective
tests of factual information. The data from these investi-
i'ations, consequently, are a)plicable only to those types
of learning which %ere measured on the verbal level by
these tests. Such outcomes as vividness of imagery, variety
of visual detail and so on, ;Jere ignored by the experi-
menters" (Hoban 5, oage 353).

Such items as sense modality variations in learning,
types of oral presentation (dramatic, narrative, etc.),
emotional Loning of language and delivery, speaker of recog.
nized autnority versus professional narrator, etc., have
bel considered during researcn plaanin: on th Instructional
FILL Aese9rcn rogram, rrLL: have not been dealt with in
puoiisLed eAperimental studies. Pioneer work in this area
is now bein, uuLle un the Instructional Film Research T'rogram.
A study by Jaspen (/) on tne learning of the assembly of the
breech block of the 40 aim antiaircr. Ct g4n indicated tnat
verbalization at a medium level might be more effective in
promotinL; le:irnin3 than either higher or lower amounts of
verbalization, as measured by words per minute in the commen-
tary.

Definitions and Hypotheses

Since there existed no theory and supporting experimen-
tation on commentary dir:emloas, it was necessary to define
commentary variables and select those which might be fruitful
to study. It was assumed that, although the knot-tying task
was chiefly a perceptual one, there would be a sufficiently
large variation in the use which could be made of verbal cues,
so that some kinds of commentaries would be more effective
than others.

The group of motion pictures demonstrating knot-tying
haci been produced for testing, among other concepts, the



hypothesis that an accurate representation of a learner
actually performing a task would more likely to promote
learning than a less realistic representation, such as the
presentation of sequences in knot-tying without the useof movement, or without the showing of the performer's
hands in the picture, (1.). Preliminary experimentation
with two of the series, a film photographed from the per-former's own viewing point, and one showing what one seesas another is dedionstrating the task (so-called "subjective"versus "objective" camcra position) raised the question
as to the value of some kind of subjective versus objective
commentau which could be associated with the film versions.While observing subjects during preliminary testing of thefilms just described, it was also noted that the directional
cues as to what movements to make, could come from eitherthe picture or the commentary. Apparently the time rela-tionship of picture to voice was also of critical importancein determining what cues subjects used in copying the patternsof actions.

Re-examination of the knot-tying films produced a setof comwentary dimensions which were capable of internal
variation in degree. They were identified and assigned
criterion measurements as follows:

1. Level of verbali:ation. The amount of verbal des-cription which can be included aith any motion picture is
limited physically by the running time of the film. In con-sidering the knot-tying films, the concept of level of verb-alization seemed related not only to the number of words
used, but also to the kinds of words. The films demonstra-
ted the tyini, of the three knots (bowline, sheet bend, Spanishbowline) in a series of discrete stages, ea,:h made up of amovement and a positional relationsnip. The movements weredescribable by transitive verbs with their objects. Thistype of description was designated as the low level of
verbalization. The next degree of description which seemedpossible was the addition of orientation terms to describe
the method of approaching one part with another, or the
relationship of the parts to one another in a static state.This was termed the medium level of verbalization. Finallythe high levp1 of verbalization included, in addition, adetailed description of the appearance of the specific partsof the knots at every stage of tying. In addition to thesethree levels, a silent film was used as a base from which
to measure sound track contributions. The criteria forlevels of verbalization can be stated numerically to provideprecise definition of the dimension. (See Table 1, page 10)
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TABLE 1

CRITERIA FJR CO1ENTARY VERBALIZATION

Number of Occurrences
Criterion Measure Low Medium High

Action statements . . 9 9 9

Orientation cues 0 7 7

Details 3f appearance 0 0 6

Total number of words
used* 66 92 120

Action statements . 8 8 8

Orientation cues 0 7 J1 7

Details of appearance 0 0 6

Total number of words
used* 62 89 134

SPANISH BOWLINE
Action statements . 11 11

Orientation cues . 0

11

iL

Details of appearance 0 0 10

Total number of words
used* 80 125 176

* The verbal density expressed in words per minute of film
is as followri:

Low Medium High Film Length
BOWLINE 102 141 185 39 seconds

SHEET BEND 98 141 211 38 seconds

SPANISH BOWLINE 71 111 155 68 seconds

- 10 -



2. Personal reference. In investigating the sub-
jective-objective camera positions (15), it was determined
experimentally that the film version which was by far the
more effective was the subjective one (photographed from
the performer's point of viewing). The question of what
kind of commentary would best fit the "good" picture and
aid learning was a puzzling one. If the extensive use of
the 2nd person ("you"), in various kinds of advertising
materials designed to incite individuals to action were
any _aide, that type of co,Lmentary should be Alost success-
ful in promotin,. le,rning. Alsu, public speaking author-
ities advocate tnis kind of reference (Borden, 2). The
1st person was used in one version, in order to take
advantage of whatever significant element of subjectivity
there might be in the use of tiae ponoun "I" in an otherwise
objectively oriented coalmentary. Th mperative mood was
also used in one of the variations to in de the type of
persJnal reference most closely related to a litary situ-
ation, in whicn the tests were to be made. A re of the
commentaries of a number of motion pictures dealing with
instruction in various subjects revealed a marked prefer-
ence for "eleizant" construction using the 3rd person passive
("a loop is formed". ) It was suspected on a priori
grounds that there was very little justification for this
kind of commentary, and it was included to check this
hypothesis (see Flesch, In Table 2 (page 12), a count
of the number of times the 1st and 2nd person pronouns
appeared in the commentary is given.

1. Phase relationships. The perceptual-motor task
of knot-tying is well adapted for testing the phase rela-
tions or timiruz of sound to picture, since it cunsists of
a series of relatively discrete stages of movements, with
distinct pauses between them. However, the shortness of the
films which were available and the small number of stages
in two of the three knots rather restricted the scope of
the phase relationship study. There were three obvious time
relationships of commentary to picture: (1) commentary
leadinR the visual image on the screen, (2) commentary lagging
behind the visual image on the screenland (3) commentary in
synchronism with the visual image on the screen. Preliminary
tests suggested that, with these films, differences among
the three degrees of phase relationship would be too
small to be significant. Therefore, as a preliminary step
in the study of phase relationship,investigation of this
variable was limited to a study of the two extremes (lead
and la-f) to determine whether the variable had any effect
on learning.



TABLE 2

COUNT OF 1ST AND 2ND PMSONAL PRONOUNS
IN KNOT-TYING COAdSNTARY*

Number of Occurrences
1st 2nd

Knot Person Person

BOWI41E 6 6

SHEET BEND 8 8

SPANISH BOWLINE 12 12

* The commentary with the medium level of verbalization with personal
pronotins added was used for studying this variable.



The lead version provided that the commentary
begin a description of a motion approximately two
seconds before the corresponding picture began to
appear on the screen; the laa version provided that the
descriptive commentary should commence three seconds
after the corresponding-rwtion began to appear on the
screen.

After the dimensions for the experiment were defined,
the problem of their inter-relationship was considered.
It is recognized fully that considerable interaction must
exist between the amount or level of commentary verbali-
zation and the action xi the screen. In addition, it is
certainly true that the number of sentences in the commen-
tary restricts the number of personal references which
can be used, and therefore restricts the effect of the
personal-reference variable. Unfortunately the testing
of second-order effects in motion pictures of such brief
over-all duration seemed impractical in view of the complex-
ity of the factorial design required for this kind of
experimentation (instead of 7 motion pictures, 32 would have
been needed ). It was therefore assumed for the purposes
of this stuuy that the three variables to be tested were
relatively independent in nature. Such an assumption can
be defended on an apriori basis; in any event, it would not
invalidate the experimental results. Of the many possible
sound track variables, those that have been defined here,
are undoubtedly among the simplest. It must be stressed
that, when the basic experimental work in this area has
been supported by a number of other studies, work on
interaction must be furthered because of its importance.



PiWCEDURE

The Task and the Films

The task. The selection of a criterion measure
in film research which has an unequivocal relationship
to the variable under examination is difficult; some-
times it is impossible. Previous inlestigations of
motion picture variables have almost all used paper-
and-pencil tests; this procedure is appropriate to
some degree when general learning of a conceptual nature
is being measured. But when the experimental variable
is a few seconds' difference in the timing of the sound
track and the visual material which it accompanies, or
when the difference is between "I" and "you" in the
commentary, it is difficult to envisage clearcut differ-
ences being obtained by written tests. Therefore, the
existence of films especially designed and produced for
testir4; l_gLy performance was fortunate for this study.
The advae47-5TTTUFformance test outweighed the
problems created by the necessity for testing large
numbers of trainees. Because of the admittedly explor-
atory nature of this study, it was not considered
objectionakle that the effects of variations in commen-
tary on knot-tying might not be generalizable to other
motor skills, or to other kinds of learning, without
further testing.

The motion pictdres. A set of three motion pictures,
each "SEZWIRFUrie knot-tying task, was choser. from the

group made for Dr. Roshalls study discussed above in the
section on Definitions and Hypotheses. The films which
were used for this expeiTMent were photographed in black-
and-white, and they showed the hands and arms of a Naval
trainee tying the knots. The camera presented an "over-
the-shoulder" view of the knut-tyerls hands (subjective

"0"or camera angle). The films were of the following
lengths: bowline 39 seconds, sheet bend 38 seconds, and
Spanish bowline 68 seconds. The individual knot-tying
representations were separated by titles, both printed and
oral, which were identical for each knot, as follows:

"This film will show you how to tie a knot. After
the film, you will be asked to tie it."

In addition, printed titles which identified the knot to
be tied preceded each film (TYING THE BOWLINE, etc.).



The experimental variations involved the prep-
aration of seven commentary scripts in accordance
with the variables which have been defined in the
previous section. Each of the seven tracks was
spoken by a professional commentator, and each was
printed in combination with the basic motion picture.
The narrator worked from chronometer timed cues, so
that the rate of delivery and relationship of sound
to visual elements were held constant. There was
controlled emotional toning of the language of the
scripts, and the voice inflections were held as
constant as possible by the commentator. An eighth
experimental version used as a control film was
obtained by projecting one of the prints of the film
silently (necessary minimum instructions were con-
tained in the film titles). Table 3, page 16, lists
the film versions with their variables. The complete
scripts are presented in appendix A.

Test Materials

Group testinG was made possible by the use of
specially prepared test sets. Six-foot lengths of
No. 7 sashcord were prepared and treated at the ends
with transparent cement to prevent ravelling. The
lines were inserted in 10x13" manila envelopes,
which were stamped with the names of the knots to be
tied. (One piece of line, each, sufficed for the
bowline and Spanish bowline, whi1P.two pieces of line
were necessary for the sheet benc.) Identification
tickets ( small white paper slips temporarily cemented
to the corner of each envelope) provided a means for
recording the names, service numbers and group identi-
fication of the subjects. To facilitate the scoring
of the completed knots, a set of photographs was pre-
pared of the correct knots ( as taught by the motion
picture) and of certain common variants. The photographs
were later used by the scorers to compare with the
knots obtained.

Test Population

Arrangements were made with the Bureau of Naval
Personnel on behalf of the Instructional Film Research
Program to use Naval trainees as subjects for appro-
priate kinds of motion picture film experimentation.

MB



TABLE 3

EXPERIMEVIAL IvILM VARIATIONS*

Film Level of Personal Phase
Number Verbalization Reference Relationships

I No sound No sound No sound
II Low Imperative Sound leading
III Low Imperative Sound lagging
IV Medium Imperativu Sound leading
V High Imperative Sound leading

VI Medium 1st person Sound leading
VII Medium 2nd person Sound leading

VIII Medium 3rd person
passive

Sound leading

* Variables were defined as follows:

Level of verbalization: Film
None:
Low:

Medium:

High:

Film shown without sound.
Gross actions described by
transitive verbs and objects.
Addition of orientation cues,
"left", "right", "rear", etc.
Addition of detailed descrip-
tion of appearance of parts,
as "three inch loop."

Personal reference:
Imperative:
1st person:

2nd person:

3rd person:

Directive statements. IV
Appropriate pronouns
added to Imperative. VI
Appropriate pronouns
added to Imperative. VII
Statements changed to
passive voice, and "it"
inserted where appropriate. VIII

Phase relationships:
Sound leading: Verbal statements begun

2 seconds before start II
of corresponding visual
movement.

Sound lagging: Verbal statements begun
3 seconds after start of III
corresponding visual
movement.
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Since this task was particularly appropriate, it was
found desirable to use Seamvn Recruits at the Great
Lakes Daval Training Center, Great Lakes, Illinois.

The Commandith: Officer of the Recruit Training
Comuand, Great Lakes iaC, provided the experimenters
with ,uthority for conductinb the research, and the
6chedu1ing Officer arranged the testing periods to
muet the needs of the -xperimental design. During
the time of testin,, om 12 January to 3 February,
190, tne unit for Seaman Recruits at the Center was
a 00-man company. Classrooms 4hich were available
could hold double tnat number of men in the testing
situation used, so that two 60-man Groups (which
normally worked and lived together) were scheduled
for each test session. All togethor a total of 1787
naval trainees took part in the experiment.

Samplin. The experimental design required the
showing of experimental films simultaneously to two
broups of subjects split at random from the larger
population unit of two companies. Since each Recruit
Com,any was formed into a column for marching on the
basis of neibht, adequate randomness was secured by
the assiGnment of men alternately from the marching
group to each of two classrooms. Randomization by
roster would have been impracticable because of time
limitations imposed by a fifty-minute testing period,
and because of tne fact that a few of the subjects
were not present at test sessions because of other
duties or illness.

The relationship of the test population to the
general universe of Naval trainees was not controlled.
The companies did represent all men arriving at the
Center for recruit training during the period of the
experiment, and recruits wcre ordinarily assigned to
companies in accordance with the date of their arrival.
It is known that recruits inducted just after the
high school graduation times of January and June are
apt to have more years of education and perform
better on Navy tests than those recruited in mid-
winter. Fortunately, performance scores on two Navy
tests were available for most of the subjects, and
later analyses of these demonstrated with some degree
of confidence that the subjects could be assumed to
be a nomogoneous Group. (See Tables 11 and 12 and the
discussion in Appendix D.)
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Performance comparability. The training schedules
for recruits at Great Lakes ordinarily provided knot-
tying instruction durin the first week of training,
but the schedule was modified so that the entire ex-
periment was carried out on recruits without previous
knot-tyin instruction at the Center. (To avoid the
effects of informal instruction by recruit company
leaders, they were questioned as to what instruction
had been given their men, one group of 120 subjects
was discarded, and their test was re-run on another
group because their cothpany commander had begun "barr-
acks" knot-tyin;. instruction before the experiment.)
hu control jroups were part of the experiment proper,
but a control test run just before the experiment
began demonstrated that pro-instruction knot-tying
ability was very limited, only seven ptx cent of the
112 subjects tested were able to tie the bowline,
three per cent the pnoet bend, and none were able
to tie tae spanish bowline (see Table 10, Appendix C.).

Aotivation. The subjects were tested in a
fairly formal situation, usually in the presence of
their company commanders (Chief Petty Officers) who
came with them to the tests. The experimenters,
thout,h civilians, were accepted generally as leaders.
However, since the experimental situation was a novel
one to most of the trainees, they explored the limits
of freedom of the'period. There were no indications
of letnargy, anu the test period aas occupied by
instructions and test procedure, so that it may be
safely stated that the subjects were well motivated,
and that the results were not contaminated by poor
attention. Many of the subjects were observed to go
thro1.01 the motions of tying the knots as the demon-
strator in the film performed them.

Experimental Design

Origin of the design. The experimental design
for the study was patterned after one developed by
Roshal for his "learner representation" project in
the Instructional Film Research Program (12). It
was planned to maintain comparability between the
portion of his experiment which involved camera angle
changes, and the portion of this study which was
concerned with persoaal reference, so that the two
studies might serve as an extension of knowledge about



visual and auditory learner relationships in film
materials. The so-called "random-half control"
method used in the desicin was planned by Roshal.

Types of comparisons. It will be remembered
that the three dimensions defined for testing were
reg,Drded as being relatively independent of each
other. Therefore all comparisons were confined with-
in eucn single variable. The experimental films,
for the sake of economy, however, were arranged so
that only eight different films were needed to pro-
duce ten different points on the testing continua.
Study of Table 3 will make tnis point clear. The
choice of medium level of verbalization as tne standard
for comparing personal references, of low level of
verbalization as the standaru for comparing phase
relationships, and of sound leadin as the standard
for cothparin, levels uf verbalization and personal
refer:nces, stemmed from juugemonts as to vihich would
be the must effective kind of base for these variables.

The data on knot-tying were gathered in terms
of correct and incorrect knots tied, and comparisons
were made through the uifferences in proportions and
the differences in mean overall scores. Two kinds
of comparisons were provided for, one of which was
termed the "random-half control" method, ano the
other a Itrouped-data" method.

Random-half control method. This method makes
use of all the possible relevant comparisons for
each film version. First, there is a direct compar-
ison using the random halves of a group of 120 men
for each film-pairin.. By using another relevant
version as a common base, indirect comparisons are
made available. For example, versions I and II were
prepared and presented to random halves of one group.
The same was dune for film pairs I and IV, and II and
IV. By pivoting on version I, an indirect comparison
of II and IV can be made:

(II-I) - = (II-IV)

While I is not necessarily equal to I', it is assumed
that, except for random sampling errors, an estimate
of which enters the standai'd error formulation, any
difference between I and I reflects systematic dif-
ferences in the populations which are thus controlled.



It is further assumed that these systematic differ-
ences are additive and that for present purposes the
difference of 10 per cent in correctly tied knots
between 50 per cent and 60 per cent is equal to the
10 per cent difference between, say, 5 per cent and
15 per cent.

The main value of the random-half analysis lies
in the adjustments which were automatically made
for inter-company differences in initial knot-tying
performance, or other relevant variables, since each
comparison was made within a given experimental group
of 120 men (really two companies of 60 men each).
Since the groups were each divided into random halves,
and intra-company differences thus randomized, var-
iations in scores between the two halves on perform-
ance could be attributed to the variations in the
experimental material. This compensated for any
systematic differences between companies from the
beginning to end of the experiment.

The companies were assigned to the experimental
versions in accordance with a table of random numbers,
within each of the three sections of the experiment.
The sections were designated arbitrarily for first,
second and third place in the experimental period.
Two experimenters were needed to handle the paired
tests, and the effect of the personal variable was
minimized by assigning each experimenter to an equal
number of administrations, for each film version
tested.

Grouped-data method. In this method, the scores
for all the randomized half-companies viewing a parti-
cular film version were grouped. Comparisons were
then made a,Jong the summed scores for the pertinent
film versions. This grouping is based on the assump-
tion that the probability of biasing the sample in
favor of any given version is very low, where randomly
selected half-companies are used.

Test Administration

The tests were administered by two experimenters,
each testing half of the subjects in a group. The
marching columns of each two companies were divided at
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classroom doors as explained above under Sub'ects-
Samplin. The men were seated in alternate seats,
each next to a seat which had been pre-set with test
material in the form of three envelopes containing
lent-,ths of line. After the subjects were seated,
they were given time to remove their jackets and then
the purpose of the experiment was explained to them
(Jeo Instructions to Subjects, Appendix 3). After
tne men had printed personal data on the identifica-
tion tickets, the experimental films were shown,
one knot at a time. After each knot-tying picture,
the ilien were asked to tie the knot. Time allowances,
deterwined by pre-test, were: bowline l minutes,
sheet benu and Spanish bowline, 2 minuts eacn,
After the knot-tying was cs),4pleted, seme of the ex-
perimental groups were iven a brief pencilTand-
paper test as a portion of another project.1 Proctors

assisted the experimenters in setting out and col-
lecting test materials, and ave detailed instructions
to subjects when necessary.

During the administration of the experiment,
the motion picture projection was handled by regular
Naval projectionists. However, the projectors at the
Training Center were not uniform in performance, and
it was necessary to discard five experimental groups
numbering about 600 subjects, and re-run those sections
of the experiment in which they were involved.

Proctors and Test Scorine

Proctors The Naval Training Center's Recruit
Training Command supplied the experimenters with a
number of Seaman Recruits each weak to serve as assis-
tants during the experiment. It was the original plan
to obtain these men from among those scoring more
than one sigma above the mean on Navy classification

1
A study of "learner characteristics" is beind made

by Dr. A. W. Vanderkeer, of the Instructional iilm
Research Program. He is seekind to determine whether
there are differences in learning from various kinds
of film material, among individuals performing dif-
ferently on certain criterion tests. His results
will be published in the future as a separate report.
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tests; however,there were no opportunities to select
such men, and those used were probably a random sample
of trainees at the Center. The men who were assigned
to proctoring had all served as subjects during the
earlier study using the same task (11). They were
in their fifth week of a twelve-week training program,
termed "service-week", during which they were ordin-
arily given "housekeeping" tasks of a physical
nature to perfcirm. The ten men supplied to the
experimenters each week were usually aware that
they could b3 considered privileged, and most of
them were reliable responsible workers,able to under-
stand their function in the study being conducted.
Although they had served as subjects previously, the
proctors were indoctrinated before each week of
experimentation, by being put through the knot-
tyin procedure again. Tney were also given the
paper-and-pencil test used for the "learner-char-
acteristics" study in order that they might instruct
subjects later. A two-hour session was devoted to
instruction in knot-scoring.

Scoring the knots. The proctors were taught
to recognize tho correct knots from enlarged photo-
graphic representations. They were divided into
teams of three or four, each team scoring one of the
three knots, and they usually completed the scoring
of a test group of 120 within an hour after the
test had been administered. In the scoring procedure,
letter symbols were assigned to the correct knots,
to several common variants, to incorrect knots other
than lettered variations, and to no knot. This type
of scoring procedure was used to retain all possible
information, although the final analysis usedtinly
the pass-fail information.
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fiEULTS

Introduction

The ex2erimental data were grouped according to
the various films to which they pertained, and a
preliminary examination was made to determine that
the scorin,, method used was adequate to demonstrate
any differences viiitch miGht occur. The data were
treated to secure information in terms of proportions
of subjects tyin,2; knets correctly. Two methods of
analysis, the ranuom-nalf control procedure and
the grouped-data method, were applied. The results
were cemparable, 6ithin certain limits due to the
differences between the methods. Table 9 in Appendix
C contains comparltive results fro_a the two methods.
In the discussion of the quantitative results, the
information from tie Grouped-data method of analysis
has been used since tnis method lent itself more
easily to 6eneral interpretation in terms of differ-
ences amon6 fila. versions, and differences fur each
separate knot.

z,uantitative Results

The proportions of subjects tying the knots
correctly for ecch of the film versions used In the
study are shotn in Ible 4, Appendix C. In order
to secure overall measures of the effectiveness of
the various fIlvis usinG the informetion available
ror all three knots, score values of "one" for
success and "zero" for anything else wore assigned,
and mean scores ere derived for each film version
(See Tcble 5 Appendix C.). Appropriate statLstical
procedures were aeplied to the differences in pro-
portions and to the differences in mean scores to
determine the azount of cenfidence which could be
placed in the results. Appendix D details these
techniques. The reference datum for discussInG the
results is the table of differences in mean scores
from version to verslon within each dimension of
commentary variation cTable 6). When individual
knots are mentioned, he information is derived from
the 6rouped-data analysis of differences among film
versions compiled in Table 7.
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Level of verbalization. Figure 2, page 25, shows
the proportions of subjects tying the knots correctly
for each of the films LI this section of the study.
3efore proceeding to evaluate tne individual differ-
ences among versions, thu chi square test was applied
to the data froci the group of four filzrls to determine
whether differences as treat as those found might
arise by chance (Table 8). The test showed that
this was not likely, so tnat tne individual differ-
ences were evaluated.

(a) No sound. This film produced the lowest
mean score for the four versions (I, II, IV, V) used
in this section of the study.

(b) Low level verbalization. The addition
of the lowest amount of verbal material had a sig-
nincant effect on the number of additional bowlines
and Spanish bowlines whicn were tied, but the number
of sheet bends diminished. This uay be explair.ed
by the fact that the tyin, of the sheet bend depends
upon an intricate bit of orientation of two lines
which was not explained in this level of co:uwentary
(see Fic,ure 1, pae S ).

(c) Medium level verbalization. This version
was productive of more knots tied correctly than
any other in the experiment, in terms of ['lean scores.
It was significantly better than any of the other
three versions in the section. Its superior-!ty to
ooth low and high levels is important to note.

(d) Hibh level verbalization. The addition
of details of appearance to the medium level of
ve balization caused a drop in the proportions of
subjects tying each knot. However this version was
.,1most equal to the low verbalization film and was
considerably better than the no sound film. It is
possible that the drop in scores was ditc, to the high
number of words used in the comparatively brief time
available; the tabulation of words per minute for the
three levels of verbalization shown in Table 1, page 10,
makes this clear. The speeds for the bowline and
sheet bend comnentaries are higher Lhan that for the
Spanish bowline, and are beyond what is thcught to be
the optimum speed for the comprehension of verbal
factual material. This fact may have important im-
plications for the writers of film 2ommentaries.
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Again the problem of the interaction of amount of
verbalization, versus kind of verbalizatiZETVersus
speed, has arisen.

Personal reference. The proportions of subjects
tying correct knots Li this part of the study are
shown in Figure 3, r.fat,e 27. This section of the
work was subject t some erroneous scoring by the
proctors who scorea 4.h bowline. Reference to the
graphs will reveal code discrepancy between bowline
scores and tho",e fw other knots. When the chi square
technique was ap)12.ed to this Group of films, there
was no si6r5ficarl1 difference reached. However, when
the same t(,st VJ applied to the data with the bowline
scores removed significant differences were shown
(Table 5, Aprandix C.). It was thought justifiable
to examine vhe d'ta without the bowline scores.

('..; Imperative version. This film was one of
the two best in this section of the experiment in
terms of the proportions of subjects tying all knots.
It was alalost identical in effectiveness with the
2nd pernon version.

(b) 2nd person version. This version had sub-
stantially the same content as the imperative film,
but with the second person ("you") expressed instead
of implied. This film was about equal in effective-
ness to the imperative version.

(c) 1st person version. While the results
of the ftlm using the first person did not differ
significahtly in proportions of subjects tying the
knots from those of any of the other three films in
the series, it was third in order in the hierarchy.

(d) 3rd person passive version. This version
was the least effective of the group. It was sig-
nificantly lower in passing scores than both impera-
tive and 2nd person. The film differed from the
other three in using the passive voice throuGhout
the commentary.

Phase relationships. The Graph in Figure 4,
page 29, shows that the "Sound leadinil" version (II)
was productive of a higher total of correctly tied
knots than the "Sound laGgine film (version III).
Chi square tests confirmed this statistically, but
when the differences for the individual knots were
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examined, the Spanish bowline was found to be the
only one of statistical significance. This may be
accoanted for by the varying levels of difficulty
of the three knots; since there were substartially
more stages in the Spanish bowline performance,
there were more cues which a "leading" commentary
could give to the knot-tyers.

Other Observations

In addition to the main quantitative information
discussed above, the study brought out some other
information which was of general interest. For
example: (1) What is the knot-tying ability of the
average Naval trainee before formal instruction in
tnis skill? (2) What is the relationship of levels of
difficulty of the knot-tying tasks to the effect of
the commentary on performance? (3) What is the
relationship of Naval classification test scores to
knot7tying performance?

Pre-training knot-tying performances. While
the experiment was being set up, informal surveys
were made of the subjects' previous knot-tying abil-
ity. These showed that about 8 per cent of the sub-
jects questioned claimed familarity with the bowline,
about 5 per cent with the sheet bend, and about 1
per cent with the Spanish bowline. A control test
on 112 subjects performed just before the main ex-
periment was begun, using the same split-group
technique, demonstrated that these figures were
approximately correct, the actual figures being 7 per
cent, 3 per cent and zero respectively. (See Table 10,
Appendix C.)

Level of difficulty of the knots. The knots
which were chosen for this task were assumed a priori
to be of different degrees of difficulty. While the
experiment was not performed to test this point quan-
titatively it can be seen easily from an examination
of the results (Table 4, Appendix C) that the levels
of difficulty were quite distinct. Pre-tests resulted
in the arrangement of the films for each test in
order of difficulty for the testing, on the theory
that tasks arranged in order of increasing difficulty
are less frustrating, and that the results would be
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less confused by extraneous factors. In fact, it was
the inclusion of several levels of difficulty which
brought to the fore the differential effects of commen-
tary variations in the films. The Spanish bowline
provided the only aiscriminant in the phase-relations
section of the exderiment.

Variables related to knot-tying performance. In
order to determine whether the experimental population
was homogeneous w:thin and among the various groups
exposed to different films, information was secured
from the Navy on the performance of most of the sub-
jects on two Naval tests: the General Classification
Test, and the lectianical Aptitude Test. Both tests
have been standardized by the Navy, and while it
was expected tht the populations tested would be
comparable frual group to group, it was also hoped
that they would be representative of a general Naval
population. Tne first exper.tation was realized, while
the second was not. The means for the test popula-
tions were higher, and their variability more restrict-
ed than the standard for Aavy populations in general.
This implies that there was some selective factor
operating in the intake of trainees during the period
when the experiment was being conaucted. Tables 11
and 12 give analyses of the groups for both tests,
and it can be seen that the mean scores and the vari-
abilities of the groups are comparable.

It was also possible to secure a measure of
relationship between the two test scores, and knot-
tying performance. A low significant positive cor-
relationiwas found between the performance on the
Mechanical Aptitude test and knot-tying successland
between scores on the Navy U. C. T. and knot-tying
success.

Bi-serialr, MA test scores versus knot-tying success = .30

Bi-serialr, GCT scores versus knot-tying success = .14
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CONCLUSIONS

Before any conclusions about sound track variables
are stated, some of the limitations imposed by the
nature of this study should be reviewed. It was
definitely an exploratory experiment, attempting to
define and isolate variables whose nature is not fully
known, and for which the defining criteria are mostly
of an a priori nature. It is entirely possible that
the definitions for levels of verbalization which were
imposed upon the knot-tying task night not be
applicable in some other context, whether it be
teaching a skill or conceptual learning. The
nature of the task itself, then, places severe
restrictions upon what may be generalized from the
results.

The presentation of the task in the films was
very brief. When this is brought to mind, it may
suggest that the differences actually found might have
been greater had there been a longer time to present
the material, or that the weakness of high verbali-
zation was not the excessive description of detail,
but the fact that its speed of presentation was too
rapid.

The test situation was a military one, with the
population accustomed to a certain amount of authori-
tarianism. This may have had considerable bearing on
the personal reference section of the experiment.

While it is the hope of experimenters that test
populations be typical of larger groups of individuals,
it seems best to limit generalizations to the military
population which was used.

The following conclusions, therefore, seem
justified:

1. In teaching knot-tying tasks by means of
instructional sound films, verbal descriptions of
acts and relationships assisted the learners, but
a very detailed description given within a short
time interval interfered with, and actually reduced
learning.

2. With a military population directive state-
ments in the film commentary which used the imperative
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mood, or the 2nd person active, were more effective
TEFromoting learning than the 3rd person passive
type of statements.

3. The temporal relation between the aural and
visual elements in sound films demonstrating knot-
tying had wile bearing on the effectiveness of the
films, in that a "leading" commentary seemed to
promote more learning than a "lagging" commentary.
It is possible that the level of difficulty and
complexity of the task are closely related to this
phase variable. Further research is needed to
establish the procedures for ascertaining the optimum
timing of picture and commentary in sound films.



RECOMENDATIONS

The recommendations which may be offered are
tempered by the knowledge th.:,t tnere is no strong
boy of evidence to back them up for all situations,
yet it seemsappropriate to attempt to state some
general principles without bein,; extreme in advoca-
ting sweeping reforms.

Writers, directors and producers of instruction-
al sound films might consider the following points:

1. Some particular level of verbalization is
optimal and care should oe taken not to uver-load
the sound track with too much detail and not to
present the information too rapidly, nor, on the
other hand should verbal descriptions of crucial
visual relationships be omitted.

2. For military trainees accustomed to direct
orders, strong directive statements may be more
desireable for promoting learning than the passive
statements which are often used in film commentaries.

1. Where the learner must be alerted to a
relationship or detail to be presented on wie screen,
some advance direction in terns of seconds of
commentary "lead" is desirable.

Warw.& 46.
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Appendix A. Commentary Scripts

Script A.

Films No. II-III

Low level commentary, imperative mood, record-
ed with sound "leadin,k (Film II), and sound

(Film III).

"To tie a Bowline, pull out about three feet
of line, and hold the line.
Form a small loop.
Pass the end of the line through this loop.
Pass this same end around the long end.
Then pass it through the small loop again,
and place it alongside its own longer end.
Hold these two parts, and pull the long part
until the knot is tight."

"The Sheet Bend is used to join two lines.
Cross the lines and hold them.
Loop the long part around its own end.
Grasp the short end of the line which is not
looped.
Bring it down and through the loop, and place
it alongside its own long pa-t.
Take the long part of the other line and pull
the loops tight."

"To tie the Spanish Bowline, hold the line.
Form a small loop.
Bring a large loop around the small loop.
Pin the crossover with the thumb.
Form another small loop.
Grasp the large loop and bring it up close
to the two small loops.
Put one of the large loops through the small
loop near it.
Grasp these two loops and the ends of the line
and pull tight."



Script B.

Film No. IV

Medium level commentary, lnatutilig mood.

"To tie a Bowline, pull out about three feet
of line to the right, and hold the line.
Form a small loop above the line, by laying
the right end in front of the left.
Pass the right end of the line through this
loop from the rear.
Pass this same end around the long end from
the rear.
Then pass it through the small loop again,
from the front, and place it alongside its
own longer end. Hold these two parts,and
pull the long part until the knot is tight."

"The Sheet Band is used to join two lines.
Cross the lines, with the left hand one toward
you, and hold them.
Loop the long part on the right around the
rear of its own end, the upper left end.
Grasp the short end of the line which is not
looped.
This is the upper right end.
Bring it down and through the loop from the
front, and place it alongside its own long
part.
Take the long part of the right hand line and
pull the loops tight."

"To tie the Spanish Bowline, hold the line.
Form a small loop above the line by laying the
right end in front of the loft.
Bring the right end in a large loop around the
small loop from right to left.
Pin the crossover with the thumb.
Form another small loop to the right of the
first one, laying the ri6ht end to the rear.
Grasp the lower end of the large loop and
bring it up close behind the small loops.
Put the larger right hand loop through the
small right hand loop from the front.
Put the larger left hand loop through the
small left hand loop from the front.
Grasp these two loops and the ends of the line
and pull tight."



Script C.

Film No. V.

High level commentary, imperative mood.

"To tie a Bowline, pull out about three feet
of line to the right, and hold the line with
the left hand.
Nith the right hand, form a small loop above
the line by laying the right end in front of
the left. The crossover is held with the left
thumb.
Pass the right end of the line through this
loop from the rear, forming a larger loop below.
Pass this same end around the long end from
the rear.
Then pass it through the small loop again, from
the front, and place it alongside its own
longer end. Hold these two parts with the
right hand, and pull the long part with the
left until the knot is tight."

"The Sheet Bend is used to join two lines.
Cross the lines, about a foot from the ends,
with the left hand one toward you,
and hold them at the crossover with the left
hand.
With the right hand, loop the long part on the
right around the rear of its own end, the upper
left end, then forward so that it crcsses be-
tween the two short ends, forming a small loop.
Grasp the short end cf the line which is not
looped. This is the upper right end.
3ring it down and through the loop from the
front, and place it alongside its own long
part. The parallel parts are held with the
left hand.
With the right handl take the long part of the
right hand line, and pull the loops tight."

"To tie the Spanish Bowline, hold the line with
the left hand about four inches from the left
end.

With the right hand, form a small loop above
the line by laying the right end in front of
the left.



3ring the right end in a large loop around
the small loop from right to left, leaving a
one foot loop below.
Pin the crossover with the left thumb.
:dith the right hand, form another small loop,
to the right of the first one, laying the
right end to the rear.
2,ith tne right hand, grasp the lower end of
tie large loop and bring it up close behind
the small loops, forming two medium sized
loop.
The crossover is held with the left hanc;,
eut the larger right hand loop through the
small right hand loop from the front.
eut the larger left hand loop through the
small left hand )c,op from the front.
drasp these two larger loops with the right
hand, and the ends of tneline in the left, andpull tight."



Script D.

Film AO. VI

medium lovel commentary, first person,

"I tie a Bowline by pulling out about threefeet of line to the right and holding theline.
I form a small loop above the line, by laying
the right end in front of the left.
I pass the right end of the line through thisloop from the rear.
I pass this same end around the long end fromtne rear.
Then I pass it through the small loop again,from the front, and place it alongside itsown longer end. I hold these two parts, andpull the long part until the knot is tight."

"I use the Sheet Bend to join two lines.
I cross the lines, with the left hand onetoward me, and hold them.
I loop the long part on my right around therear of its own end, the upper left end.I grasp the short end of the line which isnot looped. This is the upper right end.I bring it down and through the loop from thefront, and place it alongside its own longpart.
I take the long part of the right hand lineand pull the loops tight."

"I tie the Spanish 3o4line by holding the line.I form a small loop above the line by layingthe right end In front of the left.
I bring the right end in a large loop aroundthe small loop from my right to my left.
I pir the crosdover with my left thumb.
I form another small loop to the right of thefirst one, laying the right end to the rear.I grasp the lower end of the large loop andbring it up close behind the small loops.I put the larger right hand loop through thesmall right hand loop from the front.I put the larger left hand loop through thesmall left hand loop from the front.I grasp these two loops and the ends of theline and pull tight."
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Script E.

Film Nu. VII

Medium level commentary, secoild person.

"You tie a Bowline by pulling cut about three
feet of line to your right, and holding theline.
You form a small loop above the line, by lay-
ing the right end in front of the left.
You pass the ric,ht ena of the line through
this loop from the rear.
You pass this same end around the long end fromthe rear.
Then you pass it through the small loop again,from the front, and place it alongside its ownlonger end. You hold these two parts and
pull the long part until the knot is tight.

"You use the Sheat Bend to join two lines.
You cross the lines, with the left hand onetoward you,
and hold tnem.
You loop the long part on your right around
the rear of its own end, the upper left end.
You grasp the short end of the line linich isnot looped, This is the upper right end.
You bring it down and through the loop from
the front, and place it alongsiae its oun
long part.
You take the long part of the right hand lineand pull the loops tight."

"You tie a Spanish 3owline by holding the line.You form a small loop above the line by laying
the right end in front of the left.
You bring the riGht end in a large loop around
the small loop from your right to your left.
You pin the crossover with your left thumb.
fou form another small loop to the right ofthe first one, laying the right end to the rear.Yon grasp the lower end of the large loop andbring it up close behind the small lcdops.You put the larger right hand loop through thesmall right hand loop from the front.
You put the larger left hand loop through thesmall left hand loop from the fr)nt.
You grasp these two loops and the ends of theline and pull tight."



Script P.

Film No. VIII.

Medium level commentary, third person passive.

"To tie a Bowline, the line is pulled out
about three feet to the right, and held.
A small loop is formed above the line, by
laying the rijit end in front of the left.
The right end of the line is passed through
this loop from the rear.
This same end is passed around the long end
from tho rear.
Then it is passed through the small loop again,
from the front, and is placed alongside its
own longer end. The two parts are held,
and the long part is pulled until the knot
is tight."

"The Sheet Bend is used to ioin two lines.
The lines are crossed, with the left hand
one forward, and they are held.
The long part on the right is loc?ed around
the rear of its own end, the upper left end.
The short end of the line which is not looped
is grasped. This is the upper right end.
It is brought down and through the loop from
the front, and is placed alongside its own
long part.
The long part of the right hand line is taken
and the loops are pulled tight."

"To tie the Spanish Bowline, the line is held.
A small loop is formed alwve the line by lay-
ing the right end in front of the left.
The right end is brought in a larger loop
around the small loop from left to right.
The crossover is pinned with the left thumb.
Another small loop is formed to the right of
the first one, the right end being laid to
the rear.

The lower end of the large loop is grasped,
and it is brought up close behind the small
loops.
The larger right hand loop is put through the
small right hand loop from the front.
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The larger left hand loop is put through the
small left hand loop from the front.
These two loops and the ends of the line are
grasped, and the line is pulled tight."

V
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Appendix B. Instructions to Subjects

"Instructions to Subjects"ClO

"Take every other seat; do not sit on the seats
containing test materials.

"Remove your coats or jackets; place your 'Blue-
jacket's Manuals, under the seat.

"You men are here to take part in a special
study of recruit training being made by the Office of
Naval Research. You are to be tested today, so pay
close attention to everything I tell you, and follow
my instructions exactly. On the seat 1-Loxt to each
of you, there is a group,of envelopes. Take the top
envelope in your lap, holding it Llat, so that the
line inside does not spill out. There should be a
white slip of paper on the upper left corner of the
envelope.

"Proctors, pass pencils to the men.

"Now print, on the slip of paper, in the space
provided, your name, last name first, your first
name, and then your middle initial, if any. Below
your name, print your service number. Below the
service number, print yourrggimpany number and after
it the capital letter "A"." As soon as you have
finished the first envelope, print the same informa-
tion on the others, keeping them in the proper order.
Be sure to print clearly.

"You are about to see some films which will
show you how to tie knots. After the films, you will
be asked to tie the knots. Do not touch the test
materials until I give the signal. When I give the
signal to stop, stop your work. We cannot answer
any questions about the films, or while you are tying
knots, so tie them the best way you can. Do NOT look
at your neighbors; tie your own lines. The films are
very short, so watch them closely. Do you understand
the directions?

"Be sure to wait until I give the signal before
you touch the envelopes. All right: lights, first
picture.

-46
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"Pick up the top envelope, take out the line,
and tie the knot.

(TIMr.; ALLOWANCS 3F li MINUTES FOR TYING)

"Whether or not you have finished tyin6 the
knot, put the knot or the line in the envelope.
Pass the envelopes to the end of the row.

(RSPEAT FOR TWO MORE KNOTS)"

Cl)
When the subjects were adalitted to the testing
rooms they were divided into VNO groups, desig-
nated "A" and "B". The instructions in the
two rooms were identical, with the exception of
the identification of the group.

C2) ntlor 'I0 , depending on the room.
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TABLE 4

KNOT-TYING P3RF3RMANCE: GROUeSD-DATA ANALYSIS:
KOPORTIODS OF SU3J2CTS TYING EACR KNOT, AND

STIIADARD ERRJRS Th PRO?ORTIONS

Film
Version* N

Bowline

P

1 164 .43

11 339 .54

III 171 .50

IVa** 170 .64

IVb** 167 .70

V 163 .54

Vi 167 .64

VII 223 .66

VIII 218 .65

43-7c

.04

Sneet bend
P

.26 .03

Spanish bowline
P

.13 .03

.03 .4 .02 .20 .02

.04 .21 .03 .11 .02

.04 .30 .04 .24 .03

.04 .32 .04 .21 .03

.04 .24 .03 .20 .03

.04 .27 .03 .23 .03

.03 .34 .03 .22 .03

.03 .23 .03 .17 .03

See Table 3, page 14 which describes each
film version.

Althoubh the film versions indicated as IVa and
IVb are identical, separate analysis has been
carried on throughout because the data for the
two films were gathered during different sections
of the study, and erroneous scoring of one knot
was suspected during one portion of the study.
See Tale 7, and the discussion on page 26, under
Results, and on page 61, under Statistical Treat-
ment.
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TABLE 5

KNOT-TYING PERFORMANCE: GROUPED-DATA ANALYSIS:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS

AND STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS

Film
Version N m* 6' Cm

1 164 .82 .08 .006

II 339 .98 .09 .005

III 171 .81 .08 .006

IVa** 170 1.18 .10 .007

IVb** 167 1.23 .08 .007

v 168 .98 .08 .007

v1 167 1.14 .08 .007

VII 223 1.21 .08 .006

VIII 218 1.04 .08 .006

* Mean scores were derived by assigning
scores of "one" for success and "zero"
for failure to each subject for each knots
the highest possible score for an individual
was three.

** See Note (**) to Table 4.



TABLE 6

KNOT-TYING PERFORMANCE: GROUPED-DATA ANALYSIS:
DIFFERENCES IN M3AN SCORES AMONG ALL FILM VERSIONS

Section of Film
Stuay Version

Differences amone;
mean scores#

II IVa V

I .15 .35*** .16

Level of II .20** .006
Verbalization IVa/ (-).19*

V

iersonal
Reference

Phase
Relationship III

IVb VI VII VIII

IVb/
VI

VII
VIII

(-).09 (-).01
.03

(-).19*
(-).10
(-).17*

(-).16* allb

# Differences marked (*) are significant at the 5%
level of confidence, thuse marked (**) at the 1%
level, and those marked (***) at the .1% level.
Positive differences favor the version numbered
at the top of the columns.

/ See note (**) Table L.

raml
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TABLE?

KNOT-TYING PERFORMANCE: GROUPED-DATA ANALY3IS: DIFFRENCT,S CONG IROFORTIONS OF KN(
TIED FOR ALL FILM VERSIONS: DIFFERENCES AMONG PROPORTIONS FOR EACH KNOT TPD.#

Section of Film
Study Version

I

ICZI alilation III/a

V

IVb
Personal VI

reference VII

VIII.

Baffline

I II IVa V

.11* .20*Rt- .11*

.09* (-).00

(-).C9

Sheet bend
I II IVa V

,n2 .04 .02

.06 .01

(-).06

S anish Bowline
II IVa

.07* .11**

.05

IVb VI VII VIII

(-).o6 (-).o5 (-).o5
.01 -.01

(-).00

IVb VI VII VIII

(-).o5 .02 (-).09*
.07 (-).04

(-) .12**

IVb VI VII

.02 .01

(-).01

Phase
Relationship II

III

(-) .09**

Differences marked (*) are significant at the 5% level of confidence, those marked (**) at the
level, and those marked (***) at the .1% level. Positive differences favor the film version
numbered at the top of the columns.



TAI3LE 8

CHI SOARE TESTS OF KNOT-TYING PERFORMANCES:
GROUPED-DATA ANALYSIS

Section of
Study

Chi
Square d/f p

Level of verbalization 13.81 6 .02
(Films I, II, IVa, V)

Personal reference*
(with bowline)
(Films IVb, VI, VII, VIII)

Personal reference*
(without bowline
(Films IVb, VI, VII, VIII)

Personal reference*
(bowline only)
(Films IVb, VI, VII, VIII)

8.80 6 .20

8.26 3 .03

54 3 .95

Phase relationship 6.37 2 .03
(Films II, III)

* Because of some erroneous scoring during part
of the personal reference section of the study,
the analysis for that section is given several
ways, with and without the bowline, and for the
bowline alone. It seems clear that there are
significant differences among the film versions
when the bowline scores are not considered. See
note to Table 4.

c`{
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TABLE 9

ISNOT-TYING PERFORMANCE: RANDOM-HALF ANALYSIS OF DATA:

Film versions
and knots
compared

Level of

Verbalization

I versus II**
Bowline
Sheet bend

Spanish Bowline

I versus IVa
Bowline
Sheet bend

Spanish bowline

I versus V
Bowline
Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

1

II versus IVa
Bowline
Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

II versus V
Bowline
Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

Differences in
proportions

No. of comparison*
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Standard errors of
differences

1

CT7ARISON WITH GROUNI-DATA RE3ULTS

Probability values
handom-half Grouped-data

No. of comparison No0 of comparison
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4t11

.21 .10 .02 .10 .13 .13
-.03 -.01 .11 .08 .12 .12
.15 .08 .09 .07 .11 .10

.21 .33 .17 .09 .13 .13

.06 .04 .19 .09 .12 .12

.14 .21 .11 .07 .10 .10

.17 .37 .21 .10 .13 .13

.10 -.04 -.04 .08 .11 .12

.11 .17 ab .07 .10 .11

.12 .00 .15 .09 .13 .13

.07 .09 .09 .08 .12 .12

.06 -.01 .02 .08 .10 .11

.15 -.04 .12 .09 .14 .13
-.01 .13 -.02 .08 .12 .12
.02 -.03 .06 .07 .10 .11

(Table continued on next page)

.03 .46 .88

.70 .90 .36

.03 .45 .37

.02 :01 .19

.48 .73 .10

.06 .03 .30

.07 .01 .10

.23 .72 .76

.10 .09 .18

.20 .99 .24

.37 .44 .44

.46 .90 .87

.09 .77 .37

.91 .27 .85

.76 .76 .57

.02

.59

.o5

.00

.44
.01

.o5

.70

.09

.o4

.15

.23

.98

. 99

. 96



Film versions
and knots
compared

IVa versus V

Bowline

Sheet bend

Spanish bowline

Personal reference

IVb versus VI
Bowline

Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

IVb versus VII

BoAline
Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

IVb versus VIII
Bowline

Sheet bend

Spanish bowline

VI versus VII
Bowline

Sheet Bend
Spanish Bowline

VI versus VIII
Bowline
Sheet bend
Spanish bowline

VII versus VIII***
Bowline
Sheet bend

Spanish bowline

TABLE 9 (continued)

Differences in
proportions
No. of comparison
1st 2nd 3rd

.00 -.04 -.04
-.10 .00 -.08
.01 -.02 -.03

-.06 -.22 .0 5

-.06 .14 -.19
-.0 5 .06 .03

-.05 -.07 .10

.13 -.08 -.01

.11 . 00 .01

-.01 -.12 .01
-.23 -.10 -.02
.02 -.06 .13

.17 .01 -.12
-.01 .20 .11

.05 .16 .00

-.o6 .23 .05
-.03 -.15 -.16
.01 -.07 -.06

.o6 .09 -.23
-.15 -.06 -.03
-.02 -.10 -.07

4th

.04

-.04
-.10

Standard errors
of differences
No. of comparison
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

.09 .13 .13

.08 .12 .12

.08 .10 .11

.09 .13 .13

.09 .12 .12

.08 .11 .11

.09 .13 .13

.09 .12 .12

.08 .11 .11

.09 .13 .13

.08 .12 .12

.07 .11 .11

.09 .12 .13

.09 .12 .12

.08 .11 .11

.09 .13 .13

.08 .12 .12

.o8 .11 .11

.09 .09 .13 .13

.08 .09 .12 .12

.07 .08 .11 .11

Probability values
hanaom-nalf Grouped-data
No. of comparison
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

.24

.99

.50

.45

.56

.76 .78 .08
-- .47 .25
.82 .74 .32

.09 .70 .24

.27 .10 .34

.57 .78 .69

.60 .57 .44 .34

.13 .5o .92 .61

.14 .97 .96 .81

.88 .34 .92 .30

.01 .42 .90 .04

.84 .58 .23 .27

.06 .91 .34 .77

.95 .11 .32 .13

.52 .15 .99 .86

.51 .07 .70 .83

.69 .21 .18 .32

.85 .54 .57 .13

.51 .31 .07 .79 .94

.08 .48 .82 .00 .01

.84 .20 .55 .36 .15



Film versions Differences in
and knots Proportions
compared No. of comparison

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Phase relationship

II versus III*

TABLE 9 (Continued)

Standard errors
of differences
No. of comparison
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Probability values
RandomAalf Grouped-data
No. of comparison
lst 2nd 3rd 4th

Bowline -.15 -.08 -45 .09 .09 .09 .10
Sheet bend -.09 -.02 -.05 .o8 ,o8 .28
Spanish bowline -.11 -.02 -.15 .07 .07 .07 .12

* The first of the three comparisons is
film versions. See the discussion of

** Ftsitive differences favor the higher

/ 4HHI For version VII versus VIII the first

.41 .61

.78 .54

.77 .02

.33

.45

.01

direct, while the other two are made through intervining
the experimental design for a description of the procedure.

numbered film version.

two comparisons are direct, the other two indirect.



TABLE 10

KNOT-TYDG PERFORMANCE iiITF AND WITHOUT
FILM INSTRUCTION *

Spanish
Type of N Bowline Sheet bend Bowline
Instruction p dri, P trP P trip

None 112 .07 .02 .03 .02 .00 ---

Film
Instruction 114 .52 .05 .31 .04 .21 .04

* Subjects in this control experiment were not in-
cluded in the rest of the study, but were drawn from
the same general trainee population at the time
the main experiment was carried out. The experi-
mental procedure was the same as for the main study.



TABLE 11

Part I: SCORES ON NAVY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST*

Film
Version

153
II 324

III 157
IVa 150
IVb 167

161
vI 163
VII 208
VIII 206

Mean

55.4
55.2
54.4
55.0
53.6
54.4
55.1
54.6
53.8

dr trin

8.18 .66
8.41 .47
8.92 .71

7.37 .6o
6.74 .68
8.52

:S8.64
8.22 .57
8.46 .59

Part II: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: NAVY GENERAL CLASS-
IFICATION TEST

Source of
Variation

Total

Between Groups

Within Groups

Sum of
d/f Squares

Mean
Square F ratio**

1688 119724.9 70.93

8 570.8 71.35

1680 119154.1 7o.93 1.11

* Navy standard score for this test is M = 50,
dr- 10.

** 17.05 r 1.94



TABLE 12

Part I: SCORES ON NAVY MECHANICAL APTITUDE TEST*

Film
Version xi Mean

Cc' ern

I 153 51.6 8.50 .69
II 324 51.2 8.59 .i8

III 157 51.0 8.23 . 6IVa 150 53.0 7.83 .64
IVb 167 50.8 7.49 .58v 161 51.4 8.02 .63VI 163 52.0 8.53 .67VII 208 51.11 8.00 .56VIII 206 50.6 8.04 .56

Part II: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: NAVY MECHANICAL
APTITUDE TEST

Source of Sum of Mean
Variation dff Squares Square F ratio**

Total 1688 113,700.4 67.36

Between groups a 689.4 86.18

Within groups 1680 113,011 67.27 1.28

* Navy standsrd score for this test is M = o, 10.

** F.05 = 1.95
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Appendix D. Statistical Procedures

Basic statistical assumptions. In order to make
explicit the various hypotheses and assumptions under-
lying the statistical techniques which were used in
the analysis of the data of this study, the design of
the experiment is reviewed below.

It will be recalled from the discussion of the
experimental design, that the experimerf, was performed
in three sections, each of which wal considered inde-
pendent of the others. All possible independent com-
parisons for each pair of points within a continuum were
to be made. No comparisons were made of interaction
among dimensions.

The test unit for each of the comparisons was a
group of about 120 Naval trainees, divided randomly
into two groups of equal size, each of which was shown
a different film. Since this administration of test-
tng left the portion of the experiment on phase rela-
tions with only one comparison, based on a relatively
low N, two additional replications of that section were
made, so the sample sizes were comparable with those
for the other sections of the study. In addition, since
the personal reference commentaries differed from one
another by only the interchange or addition of a handful
of personal pronounsjit was thought advisable to make
an additional replication for the comparison which yield-
ed the largest individual difference in proportions.
This turned out to be the comparison of 2nd with 3rd
person., that is, films VII and VIII. ExaminaVion of
Table 4 which contains the number of subjects for each
version will illustrate this point.

The assumption as to the validity of ti-1:1 perform-
ance task as a measurement criterion was the usual one
with respect to face validity of performance, as a
measure of learning from films demonstratint; the task.
It was furthermore assumed thaL random sampling would
hold to chance levels any differential effects due to
differences in knot-tying ability or variables relevant
to this ability in the population.

The sampling assumption warl :11,,:t in practice by
several cumulative procedures. First, ti-caigh the
sections of the experiment were given an arbitrary
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order of administration, the comparisons within each
section %ere ordered by means of a table of random
numbers. Then, all trainees entering the Naval Center
during the period of the testing were used in the
experiment. Also, in the random-half method of analy-
sissany two films were compared within the confines of
random halves of a pair of recruit companies which had
entered the Center at the sama time, and had worked
together. This randomization was achieved by splitting
the companies into two groups by choosing men alternately
from a marching column arranL;ed according to hel,L;ht.

In the grouped-data method of analysis it was
assumed that the entire population of subjects was homo-
geneous with respect to knot-tying ability and relevant
variables, thus data secured for each film version could
be added together to provide large samples, to reduce
the standard errors of the measures used for the analy-
sis. This assumption has been met, as will be shown
later.

Statistical Treatment

Grouped-data method. The information acquired for
each film version within each section of the experiment
was agc,regated Into a single value in terms of the
dichotomous scoring used. TherA were two important
special cases. Film version II was used in two sections
of the study (see Table 2 for a description of the film
criteria). Complete data for this version were added
together. Film version IV was also used in two sections
of the study. However, it was found that one group of
scorers was assigning erroneous values to bowline scores
during the personal-reference section of the experiment.
Therefore, the data for this section were separated from
the data gathered during the level of verbalization
section for the same film, and the film was carried
through the analysis as "Film IVa" and "Film IVb". (See
Table 4, Appendix C.) Ir addition to this precaution
it was found advisable to apply chi square tests to the
personal-reference section of the study, with and with-
out the bowline scores included. The tests showed that
with the bowline data included, there were no signi-
ficant differences; the differences without the bowline
were statistically significant.

As a general procedure, the ch: square test was
applied to each of the three sections of the experiment,



before the individual differences were compared, to
test whether capitalization of chance differences might
occur (McNemar, pp 209-210, 11). In testing the indivi-
dual differences, the formula for the standard error of
the differences between proportions was:

giv VVL
2where pl and p2 (designed to approximate population

values) were obtained from the grouped data for the film
versions being compared, a procedure which is justifi-
able, according to McNemar (11, page 76).

In order to obtain overall scores for each film
version, and to use all information from all three knots,
a total score was calculated for each subject, with a
score of "one" assigned for success, and "zero" for any-
thing else. The mean scores secured were analyzed by
the CR technique. In this case the standard error of
the differences between means used the usual approxima-
tion (5 pp 56-57) for population variance involving N-1
in the denominator, which was as follo q!

dir&rw = 14V / *Ns -2 P41where sl and s2 were the variances of the sample distri-
butions involved.

Random-half cuntrol method. The information from
each administration of test films was arranged separately
in order to test each of the possible differences within
each section of the study. The experimental design pro-
vided, for any pair of points on the level of verbaliza-
tion dimension and the personal referende dimension, one
direct and two indirect comparisons, In ar:dition, in
the personal reference section there was an added direct
comparison of films VII and VIII, while in the phase
relationship section there were three direct coziparisons
only. The data for this method are presented in Tah2..c 9
Appendix C.

The CR technique was used to evaluate the signifi-
cance of the differences. Where the comparisons were
direct, the standard error formula used was:

64" 1-1'1;+2-/, %
where 131 and p2 were values from the grouped-data for
the two film versions involved, since these were consid-
ered to be best estimates of population values (11., pat.i76). When the indirect comparisons were made, the
standard errors used were:

6,tv = NI N2 N3 N4d.
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(these were actually standard errors of differences
between differences) where the p values were obtained
in the same manner as outlined above. These tests led
to independent probability figures for each comparison.
In order to compare these with the probability figures
secured in the grouped-data analysis that figure is also
listed for each paired comparison in Table 9. It will be
noted that some differences in signs were found in the
rmdom-half analysis. These differences prevented the
application of a transformation of the independent prob-
abilities to an overall figure, suggested by Lindquist
(8,pp 46-47). However, a general idea of the comparison
of the two methods can be obtained by examining the
several values for the random-half control analysis and
comparing them by inspection with the grouped-data
figure.

Population tests on relevant variables. In order
to justify the assumption of homogeneity of variance,
with respect to knot-tying ability and other relevant
variables, which was made for the grouped-data analysis,
and to obtain some measure of the degree of relation-
ship which might exist between Navy classification test
scores and knot-tying, analyses of variance were carried
out on the General Classification Test and the Mechanical
Aptitude Test scores available for 1689 subjects of the
1787 used in the experiment. 3i-serial correlation co-
efficients were used as the measure of relationship be-
tween the two kinds of test scores and knot-tying. These
were evaluated for significance by using the standard
error formula given by McNemar (11):

6r14 *

In order to further another project of tge nstruc-
tional Film Research Program regarding the characteris-
tics of film learners, a verbal intelligence test (the
Verbal-Meaning sectiol of the Science Research Associates
Primary Mental Abilitles Test, developed by L. L. and
T. G. Thurstone) was administered during the level of
verbalization section of the study The results will be
published in another report of the Program. However, a
preliminary analysis of variance showed that the popula-
tion used in the level of verbalization section of the
experiment, was homogeneous with respect to performance
on this test.


